READEINGS

Reading list General Track per day

WEDNESDAY 15

Introducing Lawfare: Concepts, approaches

Articles


Social & legal mobilization

Book Chapters


Articles


Wilson, Bruce M., and Juan Carlos Rodriguez Cordero. (2006)"Legal Opportunity Structures and Social Movements The Effects of Institutional Change on Costa Rican Politics." *Comparative Political Studies* 39.3: 325-351
Papers, articles and other resources from the web


Conceptualizing lawfare effects – introduction

Book Chapters


Articles


THURSDAY 16

Methods for studying effects of lawfare – introduction
(including political effects and backlash)

Book Chapter
Merry, Sally Engle (2012). "Anthropology and Law." In The SAGE Handbook of Social Anthropology: 105

**Articles**


**FRIDAY 17**

**Responsible evidence appraisal**

**Articles**

Van der Sluijs, Jeroen P., et al. (2008) "Exploring the quality of evidence for complex and contested policy decisions." Environmental research letters 3.2 : 024008


**MONDAY 20**

**HR and Fair Priorities in Health keynote and roundtable**

**Articles**


**Political and Legal Determinants of sexual and reproductive health**

**Articles**


*(Mental) Health and Criminal Justice*

**Book Chapters**


**Articles**


**WEDNESDAY 22**

**Adolescent sexual and reproductive rights & health effects**

**Articles**


Annual Lecture Sally Engle Merry
"Vernacularization of rights & the quiet power of indicators”


FRIDAY 24

Corruption and Health

Articles


Papers, articles and other resources from the web


READING LIST TRACKS

Reading list, Children’s rights

Books


Handbook on the CR from the EU Fundamental rights agency: https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Handbook_rights_child_ENG.PDF


Book Chapters


Articles

Reading List

Health Track

Articles


Papers, articles and other resources from the web

